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SENSORY ANALYSIS 
 Sensory analysis is a scientific discipline which is adopted by 

   
SENSORY SCIENCE 

   
a multidisciplinary science aimed to: 

 
è  Measure 
è  Interpret 
è Understand 

 
human responses to product properties as perceived by senses 



Aims of sensory science 
 To understand   

 

STIMULI - RESPONSE  
relationship  

 

between complex materials and a complex psycho-physiological system: 
 

 

 SENSATION – PERCEPTION – COGNITION 
 

 

 of individuals acting within a cultural and social system 



Perception of a stimulus 

FOOD REACTION STIMULUS 

SENSATION 

COGNITION 

RIEVOCATION 

MEASUREMENT 

PERCEPTION 



Perception and cognitive evaluation 

 SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC 

FACTORS 

PERCEPTION 

 PSYCHOLOGICAL 

FACTORS 
PHYSIOLOGICAL 

 FACTORS 

ATTITUDE PREFERENCE 

QUALITY EVALUATION 



Sensory science application 

•   Cosmetics (perfumes) 

•   Foods 

•   Pharmaceuticals 

•   Materials 

•   Environmental quality 



Sensory science and foods 
 Sensory science has to deal with two postulates  

 

•  humans have to eat in order to survive 
•  humans do not eat whatever food in order to feed themselves 

 Sensory science has to study which foods human choose in order to  feed 
themselves and this implies the evaluation of emotions and cognitive 
capacities  

 

 Producing foods that no one intend to eat is useless  
 

      even though this food is nutrient and safe 



Sensory analysis 

 Scientific discipline which applies the basic principles of 

sensory science to the development of specific methods of 

analysis for the evaluation of product quality in a problem-

solving vision	



Sensory analysis 
Sensory analysis is aimed to 
 

  solve contigent problems 
 

that could occur along the food chain  
        from product design to its consumption 

 
Wide spectrum of application 

from product quality evaluation to marketing and consumer behaviour 



Sensory analysis and food industry 
Sensory science as a 
 

PROBLEM - SOLVING discipline 
 

                                                                    has success in food industry 
 
•   research and development (RD)  
  
•   quality insurance (QI) 
 



Sensory analysis and quality 

 QUALITY (ISO) 
 

 “…the combination of attributes or characteristcs 
that has a significance in determining the degree 
of acceptability of the consumer”  



Quality evaluation 

humans	make	use	of	senses	to	evaluate	product	quality	
																																because	they	perceive	through	senses	
	
perception	could	be	followed	by	cognition	since	
			non	sensory	factors	could	influence	quality	evaluation	
			(safety,	value,	price,	brand)	



Quality 

 The definition of quality incorporates two different aspects: 
 
 

•   the use of consumer as judge 

•   the use of acceptability as quality measurement 



Acceptability 

• No instrumental analytical method could measure 
 

the acceptability or liking 
 

                 that the product will deserve when the consumer is the judge 
 
•  Increasing interest for the study of consumer’s perception of quality 



Consumer science 
 

Deals with 
 

QUALITY PERCEIVED BY CONSUMER 
 
•    from a marketing perspective  
 

•   from a consumer behaviour perspective 

 The consumer is the judge instrument and acceptability/liking is the 
unit of measurement of quality 



Consumer test 
Is the methodology that is used to determine acceptability 
 

Limits:  
• Difficult to find the protoype of the average consumer (a large 

population sample should be interviewed)  
• The number of information that could be asked to a consumer 
• Consumer reliability which is limited by their ability to interpret their 

perception and to comunicate their perception in the right way 

• Data repeatability 



Consumer test (pros) 

• Consumers represent the final users of food products 

• The results of consumer test could permit to reduce the level 
of uncertainty in the decisions to make in the food chain 
(product improvement, development, quality control) 

• The only type of test that could be used to investigate 
acceptance, liking or preference of a food product 



Consumer test (cons) 

• Expensive 

• Time consuming 

• Subject to many sources of variability difficult to control 
(sampling, environment, period, etc …) 

• Consumers data have a certain probability of being not reliable 
(not repeatable) or to have no general validity (being exclusively 
relevant for the consumer interviewed in a particulat test) 



Consumer test (limits) 

• Not always suitable for research and development or 
product quality communication since a limited number of 
questions could be asked to consumers 

• Intrinsic problematics that made them not suitable for 
routine test of quality control 



Quality control 
• Panel test 

• Analytical test that permits to analyse the 
product compliance with standard quality 
characteristics 

• Use judges as instruments to evaluate 
these characteristics and properly 
designed tests as tools  



Panel test 
• Panel: a small group of judges (selected and trained to sensory 

evaluation of foods) 

•  Judge: analytical instrument used to discriminate among products 
o for describe and quantify sensory characteristics of products 

•  Judges do not evaluate product acceptance, liking or preference 
since their small number does not permit to assume that their 
judgements could be representative of those of the final consumer  



Panel tests 
 Types of test: 

 

•    discriminant 

•    quantitative 

•    qualitative and quantitative 

 Judges must give responses by excluding their personal opinion 



Panel test: judges 
Like any other analytical instrument:  
 

•  the judges must be selected (individuals with high sensitivity that could be 
further improved with practice) 

•  the judges must be calibrated (the judgement of each judge should be 
conform to those of the panel) 

•  the analysis accuracy should be verified through data comparison with a 
standard value or with the average panel value and the judge performances 
(precision) should be verified through measurement of data variability 

•  the methodology used to make the analysis could change the result of 
analysis 



Panel test 
When performed by selected and trained judges, could offer several advantages: 
 

•  reliability (accurate and precise in statistical terms) 

•  relevancy (more valid and relevant than laboratory instrumental tests for the final 
purpose: the measuremenent of perceived quality) 

•  robustness (human brain has a fantastic ability to eliminate or adjust irrelevant 
analytical interferences) 

•  rapidity (does not requires long or complex sample preparations and, moreover, 
several different characteristics could be measured together at the same time) 

•  convenience.  



Sensory analysis 

? 



Sensory analysis costs 

•  Is difficult to assert that sensory analysis has low costs at all 

• A panel test permits to analyse several different characteristics 
simultaneously 

•  Instrumental analysis needs a lot of different instruments to 
analyse all the chemical and physical characteristics perceived by 
humans senses 

• The cost necessary to set up, manage and maintain a laboratory 
with a lot of instruments overcomes that of sensory analysis 



Panel test (pros) 

• Limited money/time investment for panel and laboratory consitution 

• Economy in terms of a lower number of traditional quality analyses 
to carry out 

•  Improvement of the obtained quality level 

 A small or large scale food industry could not avoid to insert 
sensory analysis in its integrated system of quality management 



Panel test (limit) 
 In some cases the aim of the analysis is to evaluate the levl of 
acceptability or liking of a food or a food characteristichas 
perceived by consumer (e.g. cost) 

 
 In such cases it is necessary to perfom a consumer test 



Panel test in practice 
 

•    discriminant 

 

•    quantitative 

•    qualitative and quantitative 

  



 
 

•    quantitative test: ordering 

•    qualitative and quantitative: scaling 

  

Panel test: quantification 



Scaling: calibration 

 
• Define minimum, mean and and maximum value of a certain 

quality characteristic. 

• Harmonization of judgements. 
 
The sensory panel should act as whole instrument and judges 
should give a score which is in accordance with the rest of the panel 



Implicit scales 
Example: hardness scale 
 
•   very hard 
•   hard 
•   slightly hard 
•   neither hard nor soft 
•   slightly soft 
•   very soft 



Esplict scales 

STRUCTURED 
 

NOT STRUCTURED 

  1                 2                    3          4                    5 

Continuous 

Discontinuous 
  1             2             3            4            5 

o      o      o      o      o 



Scale length 
•   Short scales (1-3; 1-5) 

Advantage: high precision of analysis 
 

Disadvantage: risk of lack of discrimation among sample 
 
•   Long scales (1-9; 0-10) 

Viceversa 
  



Panel test: precision 

 
 
The accuracy of the analysis should be the first aim in analytics and 
could be tested by inserting standards of analysis 
 
The precision of the analysis could permitt to better discriminate among 
samples and to find significant differences and is very important in 
quality control 



Precision and quality control 
•  Low	 precision	 could	 impair	 discrimination	
among	sample	

• Absence	 of	 discrimination	 among	 sample	
could	 imply	 the	 risk	 of	 putting	 defective	
products	in	the	market	

•  These	 product	 will	 be	 perceived	 as	 different	
by	some	consumer.	In	such	cases	the	analysis	
is	not	only	imprecise	but	also	not	accurate	



Precision and methodology 

The	results	of	panel	test	is	influenced	by	methodology	and	calibration	

• Ranking	test	(ordering)	

•  Scaling	

•  Scaling	with	a	posteriori	normalization	of	data	on	consumer	mean	



Thank	you	for	your	attention!	


